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ABSTRACT

Water production is a challenging problem to be controlled during hydrocarbonreservoirs production life. Disproportionate Permeability Reduction (DPR) is often used as
water shutoff treatment in production wells when other conventional solutions like
mechanical isolations are difficult to perform. This study applied numerical simulation
methods to diagnose the factors impacting DPR treatment success on macroscopic level
and to see when, where and at which conditions DPR treatment can give best results.
This work indicated that the following points should be considered before DPR
treatment is executed in any reservoir to get a successful treatment. Firstly, this research
explored that DPR performance was excellent in both of water cut reduction and oil
production rate improvement when the flow regime was viscous dominated (viscousgravity number<0.1). On the other hand, when the flow regime was gravity dominated
(viscous-gravity number >10), the effective period of DPR treatment was short-term
remedy. Secondly, eight major factors which are G shape factor, Gel penetration depth,
Frrw/Frro, oil viscosity, ratio of oil density to water density, reservoir thickness,
permeability heterogeneity among layers, and production flowrate can pronounce or
degrade DPR treatment success. Design of Experiments (DOE) shows that the most two
important factors which affect DPR performance are oil viscosity and permeability
heterogeneity (linear flow or radial flow).
Finally, this study would help identifying the operating parameters on which
operators can produce after DPR treatment performed such as production rate. Also, this
research would give predicting for DPR treatment performance depending on reservoir and
well candidate conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that one of the most common problems in mature oil and gas fields is
the excessive water production. As average, 8 barrels of water are produced for one barrel
of oil in United States oil fields (Aminian, 2005). While around the world, it is shown that
an average of 3 barrels of water are produced for one barrel of oil (Bailey et al., 2000). The
excessive water production leads to make life of reservoir shorter and worse economically
due to many reasons such as corrosion of tabular, fines migration, environmental damage,
and hydrostatic loading. Seright et al. (2000) explained that the annual cost of disposing
water is about $5-10 billion in the United States and around $40 billion worldwide while
Hill et al. (2012) estimated the total cost of separation, treatment and disposal of produced
water which was $50 billion annually. These problems urge most specialists to find
appropriate solutions for excessive water production.
Generally, the solutions for water production control which have been suggested
in oil and gas reservoirs have varied largely. These solutions are different according to the
source and reason of produced water in hydrocarbon reservoirs (Seright et al., 2003).
However, in some situations, many different remedies would not be effective except DPR
treatment. The DPR property is very important especially in production wells when the
mechanical isolation is difficult to be performed (Liang et al., 1993; Seright et al., 1993).
There are some situations which are in need for DPR treatment to be performed; otherwise
the well would be abandoned (Mennella et al., 2001).
Many investigators reported that some types of weak gels which are formed from
polymer or monomer would behave as DPR fluid, reduce water permeability more than oil
permeability when it was injected in lab cores or in reservoir conditions (Grattoni et al.,
2001; Liang et al., 1992; Morgan, 2002; Nilson et al., 1998; Sandiford et al., 1973;
Schneider, 1982; Kohler, 1983; Dunlap et al., 1986; Seright et al., 1995; Seright et al.,
1997; Stanley et al., 1997; Sparlin et al., 1984; VanLandingham, 1979; White et al., 1973;
Zaitoun et al., 1991). These chemical fluids which have DPR property has different
chemical composition such as HPAM, Biopolymer, oil soluble gels (TMOS), silicate gels,
and polymer itself.
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2. EXCESSIVE WATER PRODUCTION REASONS
While hydrocarbons are produced and reservoir pressure declined, water would
usually substitute the vacuum in reservoir conditions. Also, many reservoir are under water
injection to keep pressure maintenance and improve sweep efficiency. These conditions
and others make the most oil and gas production wells under continuous water production
danger. Causes of excessive water production have many scenarios. Seright et al. (1997)
explained many aspects of causes for water production which have different difficulties to
be solved. These scenarios are:


Tubing, casing and packer leaking problem



Flow behind pipe



Stratified reservoir with cross flow existing



Fractures between injection wells and production wells



2-D coning caused through fractures



Channeling caused through naturally fractured reservoir



3-D coning or cusping



Stratified reservoir without cross flow existing

It is clear from the above list that the causes of excessive water production can be
classified under three main reasons. First, well completion failure which includes tubing,
packer, or casing leaks, flow behind pipe, and making perforation interval closed to aquifer.
Second, reservoir permeability heterogeneity includes fractures in reservoirs, stratified
reservoir, and other heterogeneous properties. Third, field development plan failure
contains injection-wells drilling in direct fracture or channel with production wells. To sum
up, identification the source of the problem is considered the main and first step for water
production control success (Seright et al., 2003).
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3. WATER PRODUCTION CONTROL METHODS
The solutions for water production problems are varied according to the type of the
problem. According to this rule, the solutions are in large range of difficulty; some of them
are very difficult while others are easy to be solved. Seright et al. (2001) explained that
easy problems should be treated initially. They also indicated that the diagnostic ways for
the source of water production problems should use the available information initially
without requesting more information. It is clear that there are a lot of ways and material
have been used to control water production, but in general, these treatments are classified
under two main categories. The first way is by using mechanical ways while the second
way is by using chemical ways.

3.1 MECHANICAL METHODS
Mechanical ways are used generally in near wellbore problems or the problems
which needs high strength isolation such as leaks problems, water oil contact line moving,
flow behind pips, and sometimes in water out layers without cross-flow existing
(Schlumberger, Reservoir). The mechanical methods includes many shapes such as
Portland cement, mechanical tubing patches, bridge plugs, straddle packers, wellbore sand
plugs, infill drilling, pattern flow control, and horizontal wells.
However, the mechanical materials have limited range of applications in water
production control. The reasons beyond the limited applications of mechanical methods
are many. The first problem is that the aperture size of casing leak or flow channel size
behind the pipe is smaller than the mechanical particle size which makes the squeezing of
mechanical materials to the small channels impossible like in case of cement treatments.
The second problem is related to the damage due to mechanical process. Sometimes, when
the location or depth of the problems has some ambiguity, using high strength mechanical
material may lead to close or damage a good interval of pay zones. Also, these mechanical
solutions are expensive and leading to lose amounts of hydrocarbons (Mennella et al.
2001). All of the previous reasons make the investigators to seek other ideas to solve water
production problems. One of these solutions is done by using chemical methods.
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3.2 CHEMICAL METHODS
Because of the weak points in mechanical isolation methods, seeking for another
solution was mandatory. The solution should be done by using small particles size with a
good isolation. These properties are mostly available in chemical materials. The chemical
materials which have been used to control water production are gels, resins, foams,
emulsions, microorganisms, and mobility control methods.
The problems which can be treated by using chemical materials are in wide range.
Seright et al. (2003) explained in details the problems which can be solved by chemical
materials. Generally, most of the problems which is not treated by mechanical methods can
be treated by chemical methods such as channeling, some coning cases, some fractures
existing, and other in depth- reservoir problems. The ability of many chemical materials to
be in very small size like in nanometers make them favorable to make water control in
depth of reservoir. Also, there are some of chemical materials which have an operational
advantages such that gels would be washed out from well bore rather drilled out as in
cement case (Schlumberger, Reservoir). One of the best chemical materials which is
successfully applied and has a great potential to solve water production problem is gels.

3.3 GEL TREATMENT
Seright et al. (2003) explained there are special advantages which gels have rather
than cement and carbonates. The first advantage is that most gelants can flow through
porous media while cement and particulate blocking agents are filtered out on the rock
surfaces. Second, some of the channels size of flow behind the pipe cannot be invaded by
cement, so they need gels to plug them. These benefits and others make gels is a good
technology to control water production.
Different types of gels can be used in controlling water production depending on
the type of water problems wanting to be treated. Gels have different chemical
compositions which are varied depending on the conditions of hydrocarbon reservoirs
conditions and the type of water production problem. Gels could be used in different stages
of chemical formation time such as in-situ gels, partially formed gel, and preformed gels.
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Thomas et al. (2000) explained the main factors which have a big impact on designing and
conducting a gel treatment. While gels are chemical materials, they can give different
performances according to their composition and types. Therefore, gels are varied in their
strengths of blocking; strong gel and weak gels which makes each type has its special
application. For example, when hydrocarbon reservoir properties were well known and
there is a high heterogeneity in permeability of reservoir layers which some of them were
watered out. In this case, strong gel should be used to block the watered one either in
injection wells or production wells. Usually, using strong gels in shut off process requires
two things. These two requirements are high certainty information about the depths of
layers and mechanical isolation methods because any gel goes to the oil zone would make
full blocking for it and damage the oil zone. However; if there is no clear information about
the layering depths or some lack data about permeability values in layers, in this situation,
the weak gel should be used to avoid any damage to oil zones. Disproportionate
Permeability Reduction (DPR) or Relative Permeability Modifier (RPM) is a critical
property of weak gels which reduces water permeability significant without big impairing
for oil permeability and it does not require mechanical isolation, and it is used by bullhead
placement (Sydansk et al. 2007).

3.4 DISPROPORTIONATE PERMEABILITY REDUCTION

DPR is a property which some polymers and weak gels have for reducing water
permeability more than oil permeability (Eoff et al. 2003a; Eoff et al. 2003b; Sandiford
1964; White et al. 1973; Weaver 1978; Seright 1995; Faber et al. 1998; Sydansk et al.
2007). Water shutoff treatment by using DPR fluid is effective for reducing water
production in production wells which cannot be treated with conventional methods
(Aniello Mennella et al., 1999). Seright (1995) reported different types of gels which can
give DPR property. White et al. (1973) reported a lot of successful jobs which used water
shutoff -DPR fluids. However, the mechanism which DPR fluid has to reduce water
permeability more than reducing oil permeability has not been explained yet. There is no
an agreement between investigators about a certain mechanism.
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The main benefit of DPR treatments are their low cost due to limited volumes which
are used for this purpose and they do not require zone isolations because of the DPR fluid
ability to reduce water permeability without plugging the whole formation (Mennela et al.,
2001). Therefore, many people are interested in exploiting DPR property in water
production control methods in unfractured reservoir (radial flow) (Seright, 2009).
However, performing this treatment in field applications has faced a lot of obstacles and
failures due to the trial and error way in which this treatment executed (Mennela et al.,
2001). Therefore; new guidelines and studies became necessary to develop this technique.
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4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The purposes of this thesis are:


To understand the DPR effect on macroscopic level.



To confirm or deny some of previous findings and beliefs about DPR
performance on reservoir level.



To know the factors which have a big impact on DPR performance.



To understand when, where and at which conditions the DPR can successfully be
applied.



To give guidelines for improving DPR performance in reduction water cut and
avoiding any loss in oil recovery.



To give a good prediction about DPR success or failure before its application in
hydrocarbon reservoirs.
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PAPER
I. SCENARIOS OF SUCCESS AND FAILURE FOR DISPROPORTIONATE
PERMEABILITY REDUCTION TREATMENT FOR WATER SHUTOFF

Abstract
Disproportionate Permeability Reduction (DPR) is often used as water shut off treatment
in production wells when other conventional solutions like mechanical isolations are
difficult to perform. Although many researchers reported this property in their lab work,
the results of DPR treatment in different hydrocarbon fields have varied between success
and failure without knowing the reasons. This work investigated DPR performance in
different scenarios to see when, where and at which conditions DPR treatment can give
best results. STARS simulator was used to simulate different scenarios happening in
hydrocarbon fields like five-spot pattern system and linear system, with different number
of layers, with and without crossflow. Also, the possibility of using DPR treatment in
hydraulic fractured reservoirs was studied since many reports indicated that water
production have increased after hydraulic fracturing process was performed in some oil
and gas reservoirs.
The results explored that DPR performance was excellent in both of water cut
reduction and oil recovery improvement when the flow regime was viscous dominated
(viscous- gravity number<0.1). On the other hand, when the flow regime was gravity
dominated (viscous-gravity number >10), the effective period of DPR treatment was shortterm remedy. Secondly, when high-K layer is existing at the lower zone of oil or gas
reservoir is a good candidate for DPR treatment as compared when high-K layer located at
the upper zone of hydrocarbon reservoir. Furthermore, DPR treatment was generally more
pronounced in edge water drive rather than in bottom water drive.
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1. Introduction
Water production problem is one the most dominant problems in oil and gas wells. The
total cost which is resulted from separating, treating, and disposing of produced water is
approximately $50 billion annually (Hill et al., 2012). Although different solutions were
suggested to control excessive water production according to the source and reason of
produced water in hydrocarbon reservoirs (Seright et al., 2003), sometimes all of these
different remedies would not be active except DPR which is one of the motivating ways to
control water production in production wells. Some people call it Relative Permeability
Modifier (RPM) which is the same thing. This terminology came from noticing ability of
polymers and some gels to reduce water permeability (Krw) by factor which is greater than
oil permeability (Kro) reduction. The DPR property is very important in production wells
when the mechanical isolation is very difficult to perform (Liang et al., 1993). There are
some situations which need DPR treatment to be performed; otherwise the well would be
abandoned ( Mennella et al., 2001).
There are many types of gels, polymer, and even some monomers which behave
as DPR fluid (White et al., 1973; Schneider 1982; Kohler, 1983; Sparlin et al., 1976;
Dunlap et al., 1986; Zaitoun et al., 1991; Liang et al., 1992; Seright et al., 1995; Stanley et
al., 1997; Nilson et al., 1998; Grattoni et al., 2001; Morgan, 2002; Eoff, 2003b). The
chemical fluids which behave as DPR fluids have different chemical composition such as
HPAM, Biopolymer, oil soluble gels (TMOS), silicate gels, and polymer itself. Also, there
are different types of these gels according to their formation which gives DPR property
such as in-situ gels, partially preformed gels, and preformed gels (Faber at al., 1998;
Rousseau et al., 2005; Sydansk et al., 2005). The ability of polymers and some gels to
reduce water permeability by factor which is greater than oil permeability reduction makes
most

people

asking

one

common

question.

The

question

is

what

the

mechanism/mechanisms which gels and polymers have so they can behave as DPR fluid.
There were a lot of works tried to investigate many mechanisms for DPR fluids which are:
•

Gel shrinkage in presence of oil (Mennella et al., 1998; Zaitoun et al., 1999)

•

Gravity effect mechanism (Liang et al., 1995)

•

Wall effect/gel droplet (Liang et al., 2000)

•

Wettability effect (Elmkies et al., 2001; Thompson and Fogler, 1997)

•

Lubrication effect (Zaitoun and Kohler, 1988)
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•

Capillary forces and gel elasticity ( Liang et al. 1997)

•

Gel deformation or dehydration (Alshariji et al., 1999; Willhite et al., 2002)

•

Polymer adsorption entanglement (Zaitoun and Kohler, 1988; Zitha, 1999)

•

Segregated pathways mechanism (Nilson et al., 1998)

•

Polymer washout and decrease the brine mobility (Liang et al. 1997)

There is no unique opinion among the investigators about a certain mechanism.
Also, some people think there is a combination between some of these mechanisms.
Another opinion said that DPR is caused by hysteresis effect because fluids types would
change in the formation before and during gel injection, but Liang et al., (1992) concluded
that hysteresis has not effect to create DPR behavior.
Generally, some people think the DPR phenomenon is not true or not practical
(myth) (Botermans et al., 2001). This belief is coming from some bad results in field
applications. However, Sydansk et al. (2007) argues that DPR creates a big damage if it is
used by inexperience operator. Therefore; there are special conditions which give green
lights to use DPR in production wells. This work was conducted to simulate DPR fluid
behavior in different scenarios to see when, where and which conditions DPR treatment
can give best results. The performance of DPR was evaluated by how much this treatment
would reduce water cut and how much would affect oil production at the treatment effective
period. According to the guidelines from this study, it can be possible to predict DPR
performance depending on the reservoir/well candidate conditions.

2. DPR in Field Applications
Although White et al., (1973) and Sydansk, (1998) reported an excellent results from DPR
treatments in field applications, DPR field applications were accompanied with a lot of
ambiguity because the variety of results even in the same reservoir with different wells
which have the same properties (Faber et al. 1998). The selection criteria of candidate well
has a big impact on the treatment results (Zaitoun et al., 1999). However, the highest degree
candidate for DPR treatment may have the worse results as compared with other wells if
the candidate selection is not depending on careful analysis (Zaitoun et al., 1999). The DPR
technique is not only used for water channeling problems, but also for water conning
problems (Moffitt, 1993). The following examples supported this introduction.
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First example explains DPR treatment performance in Marmul oil field in Oman
which was experiencing a low oil recovery due to high oil viscosity (80mpa.s) (Faber et
al., 1998). This field got early increased water production because of channeling and
conning. The drive mechanism in this field was strong to moderate edge water drive. The
properties of reservoir as follow: T=115F, STOIIP=390*106 m3, very heterogeneous
reservoir, K= (1-20D), and water- oil mobility M=45. It had been suggested to use DPR
fluid in production well to control the excessive water production. Cationic polyacrylamide
with cross linker glyoxal was used as DPR fluid. The treatment was done by injection three
stages of DPR fluid with increasing polymer concentration. The results of treatment were
as follow: First treatment was done for six wells. Five of the six wells which were treated
gave positive results meaning high reduction in water cut and increasing oil flowrate. The
second treatment was done for eight wells, but they were disappointing.
The second example is DPR applications in mid-continent area. White et al., (1973)
reported the primary cases of field applications which had success of DPR fluid (polymer)
in production wells. These results were encouraging a lot because the good improvement
in oil production and high reduction in water production. Some people thought that
increasing in oil production as a result of reservoir pressure distribution has changed after
DPR treatment (White et al., 1973). As water cut decreased, that would lead to more
pressure available for oil production through improving both areal and vertical sweep
efficiency. As general, all results were reported from White et al., 1973 which were
approximately positive.
Third example is from different field applications reported by Zaitoun et al.,
(1999). They reported DPR application conditions and results in horizontal well treatment
in Pelican Lake and South Winter. Four heavy oil horizontal wells were treated, but only
one well gave good results in both of water cut reduction and increasing in oil production.
Some people thought the reason beyond the success only in that well was due to favorable
mobility for polymer invasion where the successful well appeared had high water
saturation near well bore as compared to other wells, but polymer invaded the oil zone in
the other three wells because the oil zone is the weaker zone (Zaitoun et al., 1999). Also,
Zaitoun et al., (1999) reported some results for DPR applications in Chagritsk field (Russia)
which had multilayers. Although DPR applications performed in the same field, there were
different results for DPR treatments. Some wells responded positively and others
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negatively which might be due to different layers for different formation for that field.
Finally, some researchers thought that DPR can be applied easily in linear flow and in some
conditions of radial flow (Seright, 2009; Seright, Reservoir).

3. Gel Formation Model Description
Computer Modeling Group builder (CMG) was used to create a chemical reaction between
polymer and X-linker to form in-situ gels. While segregated pathways theory is the most
acceptable mechanism for DPR fluid (White et al., 1973; Liang et al., 1997; Stavland et
al., 1998), it was represented in in this work. In situ gel could be considered as a good DPR
fluid since there were many successful field DPR treatments as reported by (Faber et al.,
1998). The type of gel which is used is water based gel with concentrations illustrated in
Table 1. The reaction frequency factor between x-linker and polymer is 3240. The reaction
module which used in this simulator is depending on the concentration of reactants
(polymer + X-linker) to form the produced gel. The chemical stoichiometry coefficients
codes were used to simulate the reaction between x-linker and polymer. The reaction is
depending on temperature, but in this model, we used isothermal conditions. Finally, the
total mass change of any component is calculated in the grid blocks.

3.1 Gel Adsorption Model. The adsorption part in STARS simulator can be modeled by
two ways. The first way is by taking lab data and implanting them in the model by inserting
tables of components concentrations versus the adsorption quantity. The second way is by
using Langmuir coefficients method. Our adsorption model is done by using Langmuir
coefficients correlation and the values of this correlation are shown in Table 2. The second
way was used in this work, so it would be discussed in details.

3.2 Langmuir Coefficients Method. This method includes two steps to build adsorption
models which are as follow. The first step is building adsorption component functions
which include the name of component to which the adsorption function would apply, phase
from which the adsorbing component’s composition dependence would be taken (like
water, oil, gas), and temperature composition factor (CMG, STARS). In the adsorption
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component functions step, there are three parameters which are adsorption isothermal
parameters as explained in Table 2.
The second step is related to rock properties and called rock- dependent adsorption
data which is designing rock (permeability) dependence of adsorption information for
component/phase. The second part contains many important parameters need to be
specified so the adsorption model would be correct. The first parameter is maximum
adsorption capacity and it should be positive. The second parameter is residual adsorption
level and allowed to be in range from 0 to maximum adsorption capacity value. A zero
value means the adsorption is totally reversible. The third parameter is accessible pore
volume or fraction of available pore volume which is allowed in range from 0 to 1. It can
be expressed in another way which is one minus the fraction of pore volume that is not
accessible to the component.
The adsorption properties such as the component adsorption, inaccessible pore
volume depend on the formation permeability. Reservoir heterogeneities makes the
adsorption properties to vary largely in different parts of reservoir which are good
representation for what is going on in the field. Gel adsorption is one of the reasons that
makes gels to reduce oil or water permeability (Eoff et al., 2003a).

Table 1 Gelant component concentrations
Component

Mole Fraction %

Water

0.999863404

Polymer

4.8839e-006

X-linker

0.000131712

Total

1

3.3 Heterogeneous-Linear System Description. It is known that the cross flow from one
layer to another resulted from one or all of the four driving four forces, capillary, viscous,
gravity and dispersion which make the flow in porous media (Zapata and Lake, 1981).
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Therefore; we used in this case linear reservoir system contains two different permeabilitylayers with cross flow effect, with one producer and one injector to investigate effect of
these forces on DPR performance. A geometric coordinate system has three dimensions (i,
j, k) was applied to represent reservoir dimensions in this model. The number of grids in
x, y, z directions was 50, 1, and 6 respectively. The total number of grid blocks was 300.
The OOIP is 4.56E+05 STB in undersaturated reservoir with initial pressure is 5000 psi.
The dimensions of the first 5 blocks which are closed to the producer has the
following dimensions 20 feet in the x direction, 100 feet in the y direction, and 10 feet in
the z direction while the rest of grids have the dimensions 50 ft, 100 ft, 10 ft in x, y, z
respectively. The reason beyond making the first ten grids which are closed to the producer
are smaller than the rest of grids is to see the small changes in saturation, gel penetration,
and adsorption in these cells. Fig. 1 explains the 3D view of linear system model. There
were two wells, one producer located in block (1, 1, 1:6), and one injector located in block
(50, 1, 1:6). The injection flow rate and production flow rates are equal to 600 STB/D. The
other fluid and reservoir properties are listed in Table 3.

3.4 Heterogeneous-Radial System. In this case, radial reservoir system contains two
layers with one producer and four injectors. These two layers divided to six grids in kdirection to see any change in saturation or any other properties. The permeability of the
top three grids in k- direction is equal to1000 md (horizontal permeability) and 10000md
for the bottom three grids.
The number of grids in x, y, z directions was 97, 97, and 6 respectively. The total
number of grid blocks was 56454. The OOIP is 1.87E+06 STB in undersaturated reservoir
with initial pressure is 5000 psi. Fig. 2 explains the 3-D view of radial system model. There
were five wells, one producer located in block (49, 49, 1:6), and four injectors located in
block (1, 1, 1:6), (97, 97, 1:6), (1, 97, 1:6), (97, 1, 1:6) respectively. The same operating
parameters, fluid properties and reservoir criteria which were described for linear system
were used in radial System. Also, the rock fluid data are the same which used in the linear
system as in the radial system.
There are two cases which were used for both of linear system and radial
system. One case with crossflow and another case without crossflow.
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Table 2 Adsorption model parameters
Parameters

Value

Unit

Rock type

lbmole/ft^3

1&2

0

dimensionless

1&2

5540000

lbmole/ft^3

1&2

0.00000259

lbmole/ft^3

1

0.00000259

lbmole/ft^3

1

0.01

dimensionless

1

20000

dimensionless

1

0.00000459

lbmole/ft^3

2

0.00000459

lbmole/ft^3

2

1

dimensionless

2

80000

dimensionless

2

First parameter
for the adsorption

11.46

isothermal
Langmuir

Second

Isothermal

parameter

Coefficients

associated with
salt effect
Third parameter
for the adsorption
isothermal
Max. adsorption
capacity
(ADMAXT)
Residual
Adsorption Level
(ADRT)
Accessible pore
volume (PORFT)
Accessible
Resistance Factor

Rock dependent
parameters

Max. adsorption
capacity
(ADMAXT)
Residual
Adsorption Level
(ADRT)
Accessible pore
volume (PORFT)
Accessible
Resistance Factor
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Table 3 Input data of fluids and reservoir properties
Property

Value

Reservoir temperature (F)

140

Water density (lb/ft^3)

62.4

Oil density (lb/ft^3)

50

Oil viscosity (C.P)

1

Water viscosity (C.P)

0.5

Reservoir Pressure (PSI)

5000

Top of reservoir (ft)

9000

Number of layer

2

KH1 (md)

1000

KH2 (md)

10000

KV (md)

0.1 *KH

Porosity 1

0.20

Porosity 2

0.25

Figure 1 3-D view of linear system of two layers
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Figure 2 3-D View of radial system (five spot-pattern of two layers)

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Where Can DPR Be Applied?
4.1.1 Short-Term DPR Applications: Linear and Radial Systems With Cross
Flow. The model was primary run normally without DPR treatment for 4 years by water
flooding mechanism as shown in Fig. 5-A. After one year from starting production, the
water cut reached to 80% as clear in Table 4 and Fig. 6. This water production happened
due to the poor sweep efficiency which was due to channeling because the lower zone had
permeability 10 times greater than permeability in upper zone as shown in Fig. 5-A. At
water cut equals to 80%, DPR fluid with concentrations listed in Table 1 was injected in
production well. The DPR fluid volume was 2000 bbl injected in two days. The injected
amount of gelant created a range of values of water residual resistance factor as shown in
Fig. 4. The adsorbed gel amount distribution in grids is clear as in Fig. 3. We notice that
the gel penetration depth in water zone is greater than in oil zone and this is a good
representation for segregated pathways mechanism as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
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Figure 3 Gel amount distribution through reservoir (linear system-two layers)

Figure 4 Frrw distribution through reservoir (linear system-two layers)
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A-Before DPR Treatment

B-After DPR Treatment

Figure 5 Oil saturation distribution after ten years from water flooding (linear
system-two layers-with cross flow)

Figure 6 Water cut versus time before and after DPR treatment (linear system two
layers with cross flow)
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 Water blocking effect: After 5 days of shut in all the wells, the production process
was resumed. At first few couple days after treatment, the water reduced from 80% to 0%,
then the water cut started increasing as shown in Table 4.The reason beyond this reduction
in DPR performance is that water in the lower zone crossed to the upper zone as can be
seen in the 3-D graph of Fig. 5-B. The water crossed in after gel penetration depth directly
because the water takes the less resistance pathway. After water crossed to oil zone, the
water started to build up. As water saturation build up increases, the water permeability
increased and oil permeability decreased, so this process led to increase water cut and
decrease oil flowrate (Ligthelm 2001; Gludicellie and Truchetet 1993; Kalfayan and
Dawson 2004). Also, there is a lot of remaining oil before the water building up sector as
shown in Fig. 5-A. The same scenario happened in radial system as well. However, the
DPR performance in linear system is better than radial system because there is one
direction for flowing in linear system and from one injector while in radial system the flow
came from about all directions which are from four injectors, so using the same gel and the
same volume would have less impact on water cut reduction in radial system as in the linear
one.

Table 4 Treatment results for case of linear system with crossflow
Cum. Oil
Cum. Oil
prd. Before prd. After
RF% After DPR
DPR
WC % Before WC % After RF % before
DPR
treatment treatment
Time (Days)
Date
DPR
DPR
DPR treatment treatment (STB)
(STB)
365.92
1/1/2016
79.49
0.00
36.08
36.05 144052.34 143940.69
366.22
1/2/2016
79.50
0.00
36.09
36.05 144088.39 143940.69
366.64
1/2/2016
79.52
0.00
36.10
36.05 144138.95 143940.69
367.00
1/3/2016
79.53
0.00
36.11
36.05 144182.22 143940.69
367.62
1/3/2016
79.56
0.00
36.13
36.05 144257.69 143940.69
368.17
1/4/2016
79.58
0.00
36.14
36.05 144323.03 143940.69
369.32
1/5/2016
79.62
0.00
36.18
36.05 144462.69 143940.69
372.00
1/8/2016
79.72
0.00
36.26
36.05 144786.05 143940.69
378.14
1/14/2016
79.95
29.95
36.45
36.72 145527.41 146621.52
381.89
1/17/2016
80.10
28.55
36.56
37.14 145980.13 148291.16
387.63
1/23/2016
80.31
37.55
36.73
37.70 146673.70 150526.92
395.02
1/31/2016
80.59
58.40
36.96
38.17 147566.22 152430.69
396.00
2/1/2016
80.63
61.27
36.99
38.23 147684.42 152661.17
405.74
2/10/2016
80.86
75.05
37.27
38.61 148817.81 154175.91
425.00
3/1/2016
81.33
80.26
37.83
39.20 151059.97 156544.08
456.00
4/1/2016
81.94
82.01
38.70
40.08 154546.55 160020.47
Effective Period
90 days
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 How can water blocking problem be solved?: The most important question is
how we can prevent the water from crossing to oil zone or oil pathways, so we can increase
the effective period to more than 90 days as shown in Table 4. There are three main forces,
capillary forces, viscous forces, and gravity forces in stratified reservoirs for water
flooding process which are function of production flowrate, fluid and reservoir properties
(Zapata and Lake 1981).
In our case of DPR treatment which has production rate of 600 STB/D and fluid and
reservoir properties as listed in Table 3 would allow effective DPR period of 90 days.
The ratio of the time which fluids need to move horizontally due to viscous forces to the
time which fluids need to move vertically due gravity forces is called gravity-viscous
number. The gravity-viscous number is function of fluid and rock properties, and the
production flowrate. Most of the rock and fluid properties which we cannot control, so we
can just predict DPR performance. Therefore, DPR performance would enhance if the
flow regime is viscous dominated rather than gravity dominated. However, the only
parameter which we can control is production flow rate, so if the flowrate is reduced, the
DPR performance would be enhanced.
4.1.2 Long-Term DPR Applications: Linear and Radial Systems Without Cross
Flow. First, the basic case of this model was run normally without DPR treatment for 4
years by water flooding mechanism. All reservoir and fluid properties are the same of the
previous case except that the vertical permeability is equal to zero to simulate barrier
conditions. After one year from starting production, the water cut reached to 80% as shown
in Fig. 9. This water production happened because of the poor sweep efficiency which is
due to channeling because the lower zone has permeability is 10 times greater than the
permeability in upper zone as shown in Fig. 8-A. At water cut equals to 80%, DPR fluid
with concentrations listed in Table 1 was injected in production well. The DPR fluid
volume is 2000 bbl injected in two days.
After 5 days of shut in all the wells, the production process was resumed. The water
cut reduced from 80% to 65% and the oil flowrate improved. These improvements in
results are decreased lasted for 455 days which is much longer as compared with the
previous case as shown in Table 5, then the water cut raised to 90% directly because both
of the two layers are watered out as we have seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 7-B.
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The reason beyond that the reduction in water cut was not increased to more than
this value of reduction is due to Frrw/Frro value where the same gel properties of the
previous case for comparison purposes. Also, in this case which has not cross flow in a
stratified reservoir with high permeability in lower zone with 10000 md and 1000 md in
the upper zone, these conditions would require high Frrw from the DPR fluid to resist or
block the flow from the lower zone because the restriction from the barrier. The same
scenario happened in radial system without cross flow. However, The results of DPR
application in this system is worse than the linear system without cross flow because using
the same gel properties in both systems would give in reality different values of Frrw/Frro
in reservoir condition as indicated by the simulator.

A-Before DPR treatment

B-After DPR treatment

Figure 7 Oil saturation distribution after ten years from water flooding (linear
system-two layers-without cross flow)
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Figure 8 Water cut versus time before and after DPR treatment (linear system: two
layers without cross flow)

Table 5 Treatment results for case of linear system without crossflow

Cum. Oil prd. Cum. Oil prd.
RF % before RF% After Before DPR After DPR
WC % Before WC % After DPR
DPR
treatment treatment
Time (Days)
Date
DPR
DPR
treatment treatment (STB)
(STB)
365.33
1/1/2016
80.89
0.00
34.07
34.06
136027.36
135990.28
517.00
6/1/2016
85.47
70.06
37.86
41.72
151188.06
166606.48
609.00
9/1/2016
86.81
72.38
39.82
45.82
158999.38
182956.34
625.89 9/17/2016
87.05
72.76
40.16
46.54
160344.39
185824.41
700.00 12/1/2016
88.00
74.42
41.58
49.57
166021.84
197940.52
762.00
2/1/2017
88.70
75.64
42.69
51.97
170455.27
207522.92
779.92 2/18/2017
88.87
75.88
43.00
52.65
171687.67
210217.34
790.00
3/1/2017
88.97
76.24
43.17
53.02
172380.81
211710.16
800.76 3/11/2017
89.07
77.14
43.35
53.40
173101.58
213243.84
813.59 3/24/2017
89.19
84.84
43.57
53.71
173961.23
214457.88
821
4/1/2017
89.26
89.95
43.69
53.82
174457.23
214921.63
Effective Period (D)
455.6666565
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4.2 Comparison Between DPR Performances Under Aquifer Versus Water Flooding.
Some researchers said that DPR can be used to treat channeling problems in oil and gas
reservoirs and water coining problem (Liang et al. 1993; Stavland et al. 1998; Botermans
et al. 2001). That conclusion motivated us to compare the results whether we have aquifer
versus edge water flooding in multilayer reservoir. The same model of linear system with
crossflow and radial system with cross flow are run under edge water flooding and aquifer
to see DPR performance in different conditions.
The results indicated that DPR performance under water flooding is slightly better
than under aquifer in linear system as clear in Fig. 9. While in the radial system, the results
are exactly the same. Why is that happening? In linear system, the aquifer has equal contact
with all bottom parts of reservoir. Therefore, while the production area which closed to the
production well has high pressure drop so the gel treatment would experience more damage
from aquifer in lower zone, so the DPR treatment would be less pronounced. While in edge
water flooding, the injector is in the opposite side which means has less impact by the
pressure drop which is closed to production wells area, so the gel would experience less
damage as in aquifer case. However, in the radial system, four injectors were used would
get acting like aquifer especially the high permeability layer is in the lower zone because
of the gravity help (Dake1978).

Figure 9 Water cut versus time; before and after DPR treatment (comparison
between DPR performances under aquifer and water flooding)
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4.3 Comparison between DPR Performances in Thin Reservoirs versus Thick
Reservoirs. For both linear system and radial system with cross flow, different thickness
reservoirs scenarios were run. The purpose of this comparison is to see which reservoir is
more candidate for DPR treatment. The first model is linear system with cross flow of layer
thickness about 100 ft and the second one is with layer thickness about 40 ft. Both of
models are with the same reservoir, fluids, and operating conditions.
First, after run both of models without DPR treatment under water flooding
mechanism, it has been noticed that the oil recovery factor for thin reservoir is 52% while
the oil recovery in the thick reservoir is 42 % as shown in Fig. 10. The reasoning beyond
this difference is that sweep efficiency by water flooding in thin reservoir is better than the
sweep efficiency in thick reservoirs because the gravity segregation is more pronounced in
thick reservoir rather than in thin reservoir (Dake, 1978). At water cut equals to 80% in
both models, the DPR treatment was performed with the same parameters in both models.
We noticed that water cut reduced in thin reservoir by 6% and oil recovery factor improved
by 4%. However, in the thick reservoir, the water cut reduced by 16 % and oil recovery
factor improved by12% as shown in Fig. 10.
The physical reasoning beyond the difference in DPR performance in thin
reservoirs versus thick reservoirs is under two reasons. The first reason is that the thick
reservoir helps the gel to be segregated to water zone and block water movement because
both of gel and water have approximately the same density. Therefore; the water cut
reduction in thick reservoir is higher than as in thin reservoir and the same reasoning would
be hold for oil recovery factor improvement. The second reason is that in the thick
reservoir, the gravity forces overcomes the viscous forces, the water does not cross to oil
zone and does not make water build up effect.
On the other hand, the confining process form gravity force is small in thin
reservoir as compared to thick reservoir. Therefore, the viscous forces would overcome the
gravity forces in thin reservoir and make water crossing to oil zone in high rate causing
water build up effect. As a result, water blocking effect would enhance and DPR
performance would be downgraded. To sum up, for all the previous reasons, the DPR
performance in thick reservoir is better than thin reservoir, so thick reservoirs are good
candidates for DPR treatments.
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Figure 10 Oil recovery factor versus time; before and after DPR treatment
(comparison between DPR performances in thin reservoirs versus thick reservoirs)

4.4 Comparison Between DPR Performances in Stratified Reservoir When High
Permeability in Lower Zone Versus in Upper Zone. The wondering is weather DPR
gives the same performance when the high-permeability layer is in upper zone as in lower
zone. We used two models with same all criteria except one with the high-k (10000md) in
lower zone and the low-k (1000md) in the upper zone while another one has the inverse
permeability scenario.
First, after both of models without DPR treatment were run under water flooding
mechanism, it has been noticed that the oil recovery factor for reservoir with high-k in
upper zone is 56 % while the oil recovery in the reservoir with high-k in lower zone is 42.5
% as shown in Fig.11. The reasoning beyond that is the sweep efficiency by water flooding
in reservoir with high-k layer in upper zone is normally (Before DPR treatment) better than
the sweep efficiency in reservoir with high-k layer in lower zone because the gravity
segregation is more pronounced in the last one as in the previous one (Dake, 1978).
At water cut equal to 80% in both models, the DPR treatment was performed with
the same parameters in both models. We noticed the oil recovery factor improvement for
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reservoir with high-k in upper zone was improved by 0.5 % while the oil recovery factor
improvement in the reservoir with high-k in lower zone is improved by 5 % as shown in
Fig. 11. Also, the water cut for reservoir with high-k in upper zone was reduced by 4 %
while the water cut in the reservoir with high-k in lower zone was reduced by 20 %. The
reasoning beyond the difference in DPR performances is under two reasons. The first
reason is that, in the reservoir with high-k in lower zone, the gravity helps the gel to be
segregated to water zone and block water movement because both of gel and water have
approximately the same density. Therefore; the water cut reduction in reservoir with highk in lower zone was higher than as in the reservoir with high-k in upper zone. The second
reason is that, in the reservoir with high-k in lower zone, there is gravity forces which
reduce the viscous forces, then reduce the water from fingering and crossing to oil zone.
On other hand, there is no gravity force in the reservoir with high-k in upper zone to reduce
water crossing to oil zone, but in this case, the gravity forces and viscous forces are in the
same direction which is downward to oil zone. The late case makes water crossing to oil
zone in high rate causing significant water build up effect.

Figure 11 Oil recovery factor versus time; before and after DPR treatment
(comparison between DPR performances when the high-k in lower zone versus
when the high-k in upper zone)
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4.5 DPR Application in Hydraulic Fractured Reservoirs. While hydraulic fracturing is
used widely around the world, DPR is required to be injected as pre-pad or in pad because
hydraulic fracture is going to propagate through oil water contact in many cases (Armirola
et al., 2010). Therefore; using DPR while or after hydraulic fracturing is very beneficial to
reduce water production and allowing oil to be produced since DPR fluid would be
adsorbed on fracture faces. Also, many people reported that when hydraulic fracturing
process performed in many of gas and oil reservoirs, water production would increase in
posttreatment as in pretreatment rate. Some of them explained the reason beyond that is
because the fracture would break down to water zone which create a connected pathways
to oil zone. Therefore, the question whether DPR treatment can control water production
in fractured reservoirs.
In our work, we investigated the possibility of using DPR treatment to control
water production and the factors impacting DPR Performance in fractured reservoirs. The
model which used has the criteria listed in Table 6. We injected DPR fluid at water cut
equal to 80% after hydraulic fracture was performed. We concluded the following points
from many scenarios done for fractured reservoirs. First, we found that DPR treatment gave
better results when crossflow exists between layers rather than if there is no cross flow
between layers. We can explain that through dragging force concept. If the crossing flow
existing between layers, that would reduce the dragging force on gel which increased its
DPR criteria on fracture face. Second, DPR Performance was not strong function of
Fracture Parameters if cross flow is existing between layers. For example, when we
changed the fracture width from 0.01 ft to 0.001 ft, it did not enhance DPR performance or
degrade it. On the other hand, if we changed the fracture width from 0.01 ft to 0.001 ft
while there is no crossflow among reservoir layers, that would enhance DPR performance
a lot especially the effective period of gel would increase to 3 times. The reasons beyond
that as far as the fracture width is small; the restriction of gel on water molecules is high.
Also, increasing fracture width would increase the drawdown between the fracture and
matrix which lead to reduce gel resistance. Therefore, DPR performance would reduce.
Third, the height of fracture (hf) has impact on DPR performance if there is no crossflow
existing among layers. We found that when the height of fracture increased, the DPR
performance enhanced. For example, when the fracture height changed from 80 ft to 160
ft, it might increase the effective period of gel to 3 times. We can explain that through
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enhancing gravity segregation in fractures in 160 ft (hf) as comparted with 80 ft (hf). This
segregation would make more gel going to water zone as compared with oil zone. After
many scenarios were run to quantify the DPR treatment performance and conducted the
physical analysis in fractured reservoirs, we summarized the change in DPR performance
as function of reservoir and fracture parameters in Table 7.

Table 6 Hydraulic fracture properties
Parameter

Value

Fracture Width

(0.001-0.01 ft)

Intrinsic Permeability

Infinite Conductivity

Orientation

I-direction

Number of Refinement in I-direction

3

Number of Refinement in J-direction

3

Number of Refinement in K-direction

1

Fracture Length

250ft

Grid Cell Width

2ft

Fracture Height

80ft

Table 7 DPR performance function of fracture parameters
Fracture Parameter
DPR Performance
Fracture Width ↑

↓

Fracture Height ↑

↑

Fracture Length ↑

↓

Cross Flow Among Reservoir Layers ↑

↑

After the results which obtained from the previous scenarios, the answer for where
DPR can applied successfully is summarized in the flow chart as shown in Fig. 12. In the
following flow chart, the radial flow refers to flow through matrix (homogeneous reservoir
or unfractured reservoirs. The linear flow refers to flow through fractured reservoirs or very
heterogeneous reservoirs. Also,Yes means very easy to get.
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Is Water Production Problem Exist?

Linear Flow

Yes
With crossFlow

Without
cross- Flow

Short
&Long
Terms=
Yes

Short-Term
solution=Yes

Long-Term
solution=Possibl
e

Radial Flow

Short-Term
solution=Yes

Long-Term
solution=Challenge

DPR Results for All
Scenarios would be
Downgraded if
Edge Water

With crossFlow

Without crossFlow

Short-Term
solution=Possibless

Long-Term
solution=Impossible

DPR Results for All Scenarios
Would be Enhanced if

Aquifer (bottom Water)

High-K in Lower
Zone

High-K in Upper
Zone

Thick Reservoirs

Thin Reservoirs

Figure 12 Flow chart for where DPR can be applied
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4.6 When Can DPR Be Applied? For all cases, the DPR treatment applied at different
water cut values which are 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95%. This work is to see
when DPR can be successfully applied. We concluded that DPR gives better results in
both water cut reduction and oil recovery improvement when it is applied at lower water
cut which means as soon as possible as shown in Fig. 13. For example, in linear with
cross flow case that water cut could be reduced according to previous water cut values by
35%, 31%, 28%, 25%, 20%, 10% respectively. The oil recovery could be increased by
7%, 5%, 3%, 2.5%, 2%, 1.5% respectively. The other three cases could have the same
trend, but with different values. We noticed the arrangement from the best model to worse
model as linear without cross flow, linear with cross flow, radial without cross flow, and
the radial system with cross flow respectively.
The reasoning beyond applied DPR treatment at low water cut value is more
successful than when the initial water cut is high is that the oil pathways are not continuous
and not connected at high water cut. While DPR treatment needs more oil channel
connected after treatment, the treatment would not be pronounced in high water cut because
the oil molecules would be encapsulated by water molecules. To sum up, starting DPR
treatment early gives better results rather than starting it lately.

Water cut reduction %

Effect of intial WC % on DPR performance
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Linear with cross flow
Linear without cross flow
Radial flow with cross flow

50

60

70

80

90

100

Radial flow without cross
flow

Initial WC %

Figure 13 Effect of initial water cut on DPR performance (water cut reduction) in
different systems
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5. Conclusions
Many cases and scenarios were modeled for different hydrocarbon reservoirs to investigate
when, where, and at which conditions DPR treatments can be successfully. From this study,
we can draw the following conclusions:
• DPR can be applied successfully in thick reservoirs rather than thin reservoirs.
• When hydrocarbon reservoir has High-K layer in lower zone is a good candidate
for DPR treatment as compared with High-K in upper Zone.
• DPR treatment is generally more pronounced in edge water drive rather than in
bottom water drive.
• Application DPR at lower water cut would be better than in higher water cut.
• DPR treatment in hydraulic fractured reservoirs while cross flow existing between
layers is better than no cross flow existing between layers.
• DPR performance is not strong function of fracture parameters if cross flow
existing.
• As far as the width of fracture is small, DPR performance is better.
• DPR performance increases as height of fracture increases.
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II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION STUDY OF FACTORS AFFECTING
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY MODIFICATION WATER-SHUTOFF
TREATMENTS
Abstract
Polymer and gels are frequently used to control excessive water production in oil and gas
wells by not only blocking high-permeability channels but also reducing water
permeability more than oil permeability (Relative Permeability Modifiers). The
significance of RPM fluids is that their placement does not require mechanical isolation.
However, RPM performance is still poor in field applications. This study applied numerical
simulation methods to diagnose the factors impacting DPR treatment success on reservoir
(Macroscopic) level. Furthermore, Design of Experiments (DOE) was used to sort these
factors from high impact to lower impact on DPR performance, water cut reduction and oil
recovery improvement.
The results which were obtained from this study indicated that there are eight
parameters can pronounce or degrade DPR treatment success. DPR treatments were more
pronounced at low oil density, low oil viscosity, high gel penetration depth, and at high
permeability heterogeneity among layers. However, the performance of DPR treatments
was downgraded if the treatments were applied at high production flowrate, low ratio of
Frrw to Frro, and high G shape values. Moreover, when the capillary forces were
dominated the flow (capillary-viscous number >10) which permitted high crossflow, DPR
results were very bad due to water blocking effect. On the another side, in the viscous
dominated flow, DPR performance was more pronounced due to reducing water block
effect. These factors which were studied in this work can promote a short-term successful
treatment, a long-term successful treatment, or even a failed treatment. Some of these
factors can be controlled; the operator can choose the optimum level of that parameter, like
production flowrate, to get better performance of DPR treatments. However, other factors
cannot be controlled, but the value of this study is to predict the success or failure of the
treatment before it could be performed.
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1. Introduction
The excessive water production leads to make life of reservoir shorter and worse
economically due to many reasons such as corrosion of tabular, fines migration,
environmental damage, and hydrostatic loading. Hill et al. (2012) estimated the total cost
of separation, treatment and disposal of produced water which was $50 billion annually.
These problems urge most specialists to find appropriate solutions for excessive water
production. Generally, there are many solutions for water production control in oil and gas
reservoirs. These solutions are different according to the source and reason of produced
water in hydrocarbon reservoirs (Seright et al. 2003). The most common problem in the
mature oil and gas fields is excessive water production due to fractures, high-permeability
channels, and other heterogeneities in reservoirs which provide preferential paths with least
resistance to the fluid being injected to sweep hydrocarbons which lead to early
breakthrough for displacing phase. The usual solution for this problem and to maximize
the amounts of swept areas in reservoirs is to place sealants or blocking agents in such lease
resistance paths. Polymer, gels and other types of conformance materials are common
remedies of permeability-reducing agents that can fill fractures and high-permeability
channels at the injector or producing well to generate flow diversion and increase sweep
efficiency (Crespo et al. 2014).
The gel treatments are performed in three locations of reservoirs, injection wells
which is called injection profile control, production wells which is called water shut off,
and in depth of reservoir which is called in depth diversion process. For each method,
advantages and disadvantages, the advantages of water shut off treatments are immediate
response while its disadvantages are low success rate and risk to damage oil zone (Hall et
al., 2014).
One of the motivating methods which are used in production wells is
Disproportionate Permeability Reduction (DPR); other people call it Relative Permeability
Modifier (RPM) which is the same thing. This terminology came from noticing ability of
polymers and some gels to reduce water permeability (Krw) by factor which is greater than
oil permeability (Kro) reduction. The DPR property of gels and polymer is very critical in
many hydrocarbon reservoir cases especially when mechanical isolation process is difficult
to be performed during gel placement process (Sydansk et al., 2007). However, there is no
agreement among the investigators about a certain mechanism beyond DPR behavior. The
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objective from this study is to form a prediction methodology for DPR success or failure
depending on reservoir or well candidate conditions. Finally, this study gives details about
the factors which impact DPR performance on reservoir level (macroscopic level) and how
to choose the best candidate well for DPR treatment.

2. Disproportionate Permeability Reduction
DPR is a property which some polymers and weak gels have for reducing water
permeability more than oil permeability (Eoff et al., 2003a; Eoff et al., 2003b; Sandiford,
1964; White et al., 1973; Weaver, 1978; Seright, 1995; Faber et al., 1998; Sydansk et al.,
2007). Water shutoff treatment by using DPR fluid is effective for reducing water
production in production wells which cannot be treated with conventional methods like
mechanical isolation (Aniello Mennella et al., 2001). Seright (1995) reported different
types of gels which give DPR property. White et al., (1973) reported a lot of successful
jobs in field applications which used water shutoff -DPR fluids. However, DPR fluid
mechanism still has high ambiguity and there is no an agreement among investigators about
a certain mechanism.

3. Critical Review about DPR Mechanisms
The ability of polymers and some gels to reduce water permeability more than oil
permeability makes most people asking one common question which is what the
mechanism that gels and polymers have so they can produce this behavior. Many previous
investigators tried to explain many mechanisms. There are about ten proposed mechanisms
by different investigators, but no unique opinion among the investigators about a certain
mechanism. Although some people think there is a combination between some of these ten
mechanisms, another opinion said that DPR property could be caused by hysteresis effect
because of fluids types are changing in the formation before and during gel injection, but
Liang et al. (1992) concluded that hysteresis has not effect to create DPR behavior.
This part will explain each mechanism, the conditions which can be applied
correctly, and the weak points in each one. The goal beyond focusing on study of DPR
mechanisms is to help in understanding and prediction of success this treatment in
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production wells. Also, if the mechanisms have been known, that would help to improve
this treatment more by improving its mechanisms.
According to weak points in each mechanism and supporting points for each one,
ranking of reliability for each DPR mechanism was made as shown in Table 1. The top
rank mechanism means the mechanism which is more reliable to be the soul mechanism of
DPR. Also, we summarized the proposed mechanisms with their investigators, proposal of
each mechanism, the opinions which conflict with each one, and the weak points in each
mechanism as shown in Table 2. All of the following results regarding DPR mechanisms
are based on review and analysis of different resources from lab works and field
applications for different investigators. It is clear that the conditions which had been used
by the investigators are different from each other, but we tried to rank the strength of each
mechanism depending on how many weak points and their physical strength.

Table 1 The Proposed Mechanisms for DPR with Their Weak points
DPR Mechanism
Rank of Reliability
Wall Effect and Gel Droplet Mechanism

1

Lubrication Mechanism

2

Segregated Pathways Mechanism

3

Capillary Forces and Gel Elasticy Effect 4
Mechanism
Gel Swelling in Water and Shrink in Oil 5
Mechanism
Gravity Effect Mechanism

6

Gel Deformation or Dehydration

7

Mechanism
Polymer Adsorption Entanglement

8

Mechanism
Polymer Leaching from Gel and Reducing 9
Brine Mobility Mechanism
Rock Wettability Change and Water/Oil 10
Pathways Constriction Mechanism
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Table 2 The Proposed Mechanisms for DPR with Their Weak points
DPR Mechanisms

1-Wall Effect and Gel
Droplet

2-Gravity Effect

3-Lubrication Effect

4-Rock Wettability
Change and Water/Oil
Pathways Constriction

5- Segregated Pathways
Mechanism

6- Capillary Forces and
Gel Elasticy Effect

Proposal
Investigated by
Weak points
1-wall effect can explain DPR
when the gelant is prepared from
It would not
or match the wetting phase of
explain DPR
the rock.
property
Liang et al.,(2000)
2. Gel droplet model explains
happening at small
DPR when the gelant is
oil residual
prepared from or match nonsaturation
wetting phase of rock.
The density of water soluble gel
1-Frr is insensitive
(usually 99% water)=density of
for change in
brine. Therefore; Gels would go
direction and
to water rather than oil. Then,
orientation
Liang et al.1995
gel would reduce Krw more
2-Different oil
than Kro.
denstities=Same
Frro
The interface between oil and
adsorbed polymer would
lubricate path of oil rather than
water.

Prado et al.,
(2009); Liang et
al.(1995); Zaitoun
and Kohler
(1988)
DPR is due to polymer
Zaitoun and
adsorption on water-wet rock
Kohler (1988);
walls
Liang et
al.(1995); Seright
et al. (2002)
The water based gel would flow White et al.,
through most parts of pores
(1973); Nilsson et
which are available to brine
al. (1998);
Al Sharji et al.
(1999)
DPR resulted from the balance Liang et
between capillary forces and gel al.(1997); Seright
elasticity
et al. (2006a)

DPR due to polymer leaching
7-Polymer Leaching From from gel during water injection
Gel and Reducing Brine
and not leaching through oil
Mobility Mechanism
injection

8- Gel Swelling in Water
and shrink in Oil

9- Polymer Adsorption
Entanglement
10- Gel Deformation or
Dehydration

Liang et al.
(1997)

DPR due to water-based gel is
shrinking in oil and swelling in
water

Alsharji et al.
(1999); Liang et
al. (1995)

Polymer layer would be formed
on the crevices between grains
would hander only water
Oil would deform and dehydrate
the gels while water not.

Alsharji et al.
(2001); (Zitha et
al. 1999).
Krishnan et al.
2000; Willhite et
al. 2002

Not supported by

Al Sharji et al.
(1999); Liang et
al., (2000)

White et al.,
(1973); Nilsson et
al. (1998); Liang
et al.1995

DPR would
Liang et al.1995;
happen even
Nilsson et al.
water and oil have (1998)
the same viscosity
DPR treatment is
significant in
intermediate wet
rocks not in water
wet ones.
In transparent
micromodels, gel
goes for both oil
and water
pathways
Change the
confining pressure
and gel elasiticy
would not support
this theory

Liang et al.
(1992); Liang et
al.(1997)

Both of Frrw and
Frro are
decreasing with
flowrate following
power law model
No change in gel
volume as it
comes contacting
with oil and water
by video
monitoring
Why doesDPR
happen in oil wet
system?
Both of water and
oil would deform
the gel

Seright (1999);
Willhite et al.
(2002), Yan et al.
(1999)

Al Sharji et al.
(1999)

Liang et al. (1997)

Alsharji et al.
(1999); Liang et
al. (1995)

Liang et al. (1997)

Zaitoun et al
(1991) ; Liang et
al. (1997)
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The next part gives more explanation for each mechanism and the conditions which
support and defeat each one. The emphasis on understanding the DPR mechanism would
improve this treatment more by improving its mechanisms.

3.1

Wall Effect and Gel Droplet Mechanism. Wall effect model and gel droplet

model were investigated by Liang et al., (2000). First, wall effect can explain DPR when
the gelant is prepared from or match the wetting phase of the rock. For example, if the rock
is water wet and water based gel is injected, the oil droplets should be in center of pores
and water droplets would be adhered to pores walls. When water based gel has been
injected, gel would be adsorbed in pores walls due to having the same natural affinity of
water. Therefore, water molecules would experience high resistance (Frrw) to move
because water will be restricted between gel and residual oil saturation. However, when oil
is injected in this system, Frro would be small and that is DPR. Second, Gel droplet model
explains DPR when the gelant is prepared from or match non-wetting phase of rock.
However, Liang et al. (2000) explained that these two models would not explain DPR
property happening at small residual saturation because oil droplets will be encapsulated
by gels.

3.2

Gravity Effect Mechanism. Some people think that the reason beyond the

selective reduction for DPR fluid is a result of gravity effects (Liang et al., 1995). They are
reasoning that because the density of water soluble gel (usually 99% water) is usually the
same density of brine, so gel particles would segregate to water phase and move freely in
water phase because most of the DPR fluids are weak gels (suspended particles of gel)
(Liang et al.1995). At closed small pore throats, the gel particles will be hunt, so water
molecules would be stopped from moving (Frrw). While through oil molecules would be
far away from hunting gels. Therefore, this relative change in water permeability versus oil
permeability is happening. However, Liang et al. (1995) explained that the first weak point
in this theory is that each core may contain a large irregular (high tortuosity) pores, so there
is no clear gravity segregation in pore level. The second point is that experimentally, the
residual resistance factor is insensitive for change in direction and orientation. It is known
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that gravity segregation usually happened in large pores with slow flowrate (Dake 1972;
Zapata et al. 1981; Rosado-Vazquez et al. 2007).

3.2

Lubrication Mechanism. Both Hydrophilic-film theory by Sparlin and Hagen

(1984) and lubrication effect theory by Zaitoun and Kohler (1988) were applied to
strongly water wet cores (Liang et al. 1995). These concepts are suggesting that interface
between oil and adsorbed polymer layer on core walls would lubricate path of oil flow in
center of pores. However, other people like Prado et al. (2009) said that oil viscosity has
a big impact on DPR. They explained that in two ways according to the sages (before gel
treatment and after gel treatment). First stage, the highest viscosity oil would have highest
resistance to be mixed with gel because gel would be almost water (less resistance). Also,
the highest viscosity oil has less irreducible water, higher oil permeability, and
approximately higher residual oil saturation (Odeh 1959; Wang et al. 2006). The second
way for interpretation is that happens after gel treatment stage where the highest viscosity
oil has bigger dragging force, so oil would deform gel larger than as in low-viscous oil.
Therefore, the oil clean up after DPR treatment is much easier in high viscous oil as
compared with low viscous oil. On another side, Liang et al (1995) said there is no effect
for oil viscosity in limited range (1-31.5 c.p) which suggests there is no lubrication effect
in DPR behavior mechanisms (Liang et al. 1995). If equal viscosities are used for oil and
water, DPR would happen which is a good indication for that this mechanism is not
primary mechanism (Liang et al.1995).

3.3

Rock Wettability Change and Water/Oil Pathways Constriction. In strongly

water wet systems, Zaitoun and Kohler (1988) proposed an equation to explain the
reduction in permeability is due to polymer adsorption on rock walls which means
increasing thickness of adsorbed layer would reduce the rock permeability. Also, presence
of residual oil in the center of pores would reduce the effective radius of pores during water
flooding process. However, there is no constriction through oil flooding, so for the same
adsorbed layer thickness, the permeability reduction during water flooding is greater than
during oil flooding. Seright et al. (2002) supported this mechanism by reporting that the
DPR is happening at different mechanism in Berea sandstone as compared with
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Polyethylene by using X-ray scanning due their difference in wettability. Also, residual oil
saturation and water saturation distribution would be in different scenarios in oil wet core
as compared with water wet core during gel placement and post treatment (Seright, 2004).
However, the wettability has effect on DPR, but it is not the base reason beyond it
(Liang et al., 1995). If the wettability is the primary mechanism as proposed by this theory,
then the DPR significantly would be in water wet rocks. However, there are many reports
showing that the most significant DPR is happening in intermediate wettability (Liang et
al. 1992; Liang et al.1997).

3.5 Segregated Pathways Mechanism. This theory was suggested by White et al., (1973).
This theory suggests that through high water fractional flow, the water based gel would flow
through most parts of pores which are available to brine. In the same time, there is small
parts of pores are filled with remaining oil which are not accessible for water, so these pores
would still be free from gels. On the same trend, oil based gel would follow the pathways
which are available for oil. Also, Nilsson et al., (1998) supported this theory where they
used model media which included acid cleaned quartz sand. They concluded that there is
water preferred channels and there is oil preferred channels. Which channels are water
preferred and which oil preferred depends on two rock properties. Those two properties are
wettability and pore sizes.
However, Al Sharji et al., (1999) have seen in their transparent micromodels that
gel goes for both oil and water pathways, but they got water permeability 100 times greater
than oil permeability which means this mechanism is not correct according to Alsharji et
al., (1999) experiments.

3.6 Capillary Forces and Gel Elasticy Effect. Some people think that this theory may
have contributed to mechanism of DPR after watching the video tape of Dawe and Zhang
(1994) in micro model (Liang et al. 1997). Some people thought that DPR happened in that
model because the balance between capillary forces and gel elasticity. When oil droplet
was forced to pass through an aqueous gel, there are two opposing forces would apply on
it. The first force is capillary force which tries to obtain a minimum droplet radius, and that
would lead to open a channel through the gel. The second force is the elastic force which
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the gel contains trying to close the channel. The resulted channel and final oil droplet size
is depending on the balance of these two forces. Therefore, the oil permeability would be
function of flow path radius around the oil droplet.
On the other side, when water passes through the same channel, there is no
capillary force is applied to water, so the water permeability will be less than oil
permeability (Liang et al. 1997). Seright et al., (2006a) supported this theory by using Xrays to scan strong pore-filling gels movement in cores through lab work. They explained
that water moves through gel like water in porous media (slow flow) while oil pressing its
way through gel (fast flow). This is different behavior between water and oil resulted
mechanism of DPR. However, Liang et al., (1997) did lab work to investigate this theory
and the results did not support this mechanism.

3.7 Polymer Leaching from Gel and Reducing Brine Mobility Mechanism. In some lab
experiments, it has been shown that Frrw decreases with increasing flowrate according to
power law trend (Seright et al., 1996). While Frro is independent on flowrate according to
Newtonian trend (Liang et al.1995). That urges a question whether polymer leaching from
gel during water injection and not leaching through oil injection because that gel is not
soluble in oil.
However, Liang et al. (1997) were conducting experiments to examine the
effluent polymer concentration after brine injection and oil injection while they were using
HPAM gels. They got effluent polymer concentration after water injection which was
approximately closed as in after oil injection. Also, they tried different flowrates of
injection and that does not support this mechanism. Other investigators said that both of
Frrw and Frro are decreasing with flowrate following power law model, so that also does
not support this mechanism (Seright, 1999; Willhite et al., 2002, Yan et al., 1999).

3.8 Gel Swelling in Water and Shrink in Oil. This mechanism came from noticing that
water based gel is shrinking in oil and swelling in water as proposed by Sparlin and Hagen
(1984) which leads to open wide pathways for oil and small pathways for water so DPR
would happen. However, Alsharji et al (1999) observed that there is no change in gel
volume as it comes contacting with oil and water by their video tape. Also, Liang et al.,
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(1995) observed that as the pressure increases, there is no change in Frrw and Frro. Another
point is that water based gel can be swelled, shrinked or remained unchanged depending
on the salinity and PH of the water (Liang et al. 1995; Young et al. 1985).

3.9 Polymer Adsorption Entanglement. This mechanism is proposed by Alsharji et al.,
(2001). It proposed that during polymer injection in water wet system, the polymer layer
would be formed on the crevices between grains. This layer will hinder water movement
and decrease water permeability while oil permeability would not be affected or sometimes
increased (Zitha et al. 1999). In oil wet system, there is no polymer layer would be formed,
so there is no reduction for both oil and water permeabilities. However, they did not give
any interpretation about DPR mechanisms in oil wet system. Also, they said the
significance DPR would happen in water wet system and this is not correct because the
significance DPR happened in Fractional wet systems as explained by (Liang et al., 1997;
White et al. 1973).

3.10 Gel Deformation or Dehydration. Some investigators suggest that the DPR is caused
by the ability of oil to open channels through water based gel by deforming it elastically or
dehydrating it (Krishnan et al. 2000; Willhite et al. 2002). They concluded that by
observation oil opens its way through gel while water flows through the gel structure in
glass micro models. However, Zaitoun et al., (1991) by using nonionic polyacrylamide
found that gel got deformed from both oil and water at non-Newtonian behavior although
DPR was happening. Also, Liang et al. (1997) got an effluent amount after water injection
is approximately the same after oil injection.

4. Numerical Simulation Procedure
STARS simulator (CMG STARS, Version 2010& 2015) which is one of the CMG
packages was used to simulate creating in-situ gels. While the most common mechanism
of DPR is segregated pathways mechanism was represented in this work by penetrating the
gels to the water zone deeper as compared to the oil zone (White et al.1973; Liang et al.
1997; Stavland et al. 1998). The cases which were modeled in this work are heterogeneous
linear system of two layers with one injector and one producer, and the second case is a
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heterogeneous radial system of two layers with five-spot pattern. The reservoir properties
and fluid properties are shown in Table 3.
In situ gel was used as DPR fluid in this simulator since STARS simulator is
handling this type of gels. The type of gel which was used in this study is water based gel
with concentrations illustrated in Table 4. The reaction frequency factor between x-linker
and polymer is 3240. Our adsorption model was done by using Langmuir coefficients
correlation.
The adsorption properties such as the component adsorption, inaccessible pore
volume depend on the formation permeability. Reservoir heterogeneities make these
properties to vary largely in different parts of reservoir and that is a good representation
for what is going on in the field. Also, one of the reasons that make gels to reduce oil or
water permeability is due to adsorption on walls of rocks (Eoff et al. 2003a).

Table 3 Input data of fluids and reservoir properties
Property
Value
Reservoir temperature (F)

140

Water density (lb/ft^3)

62.4

Oil density (lb/ft^3)

50

Oil viscosity (C.P)

1

Water viscosity (C.P)

0.5

Reservoir Pressure (PSI)

5000

Top of reservoir (ft)

9000

Number of layer

2

KH1 (md)

1000

KH2 (md)

10000

KV (md)

0.1*KH

Porosity 1

0.20

Porosity 2

0.25
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Table 4 Gelant component concentrations
Component
Mole Fraction %
Water

0.999863404

Polymer

4.8839e-006

X-linker

0.000131712

Total

1

5. Results and Discussion
5.1 Oil Gravity Effect. For all cases, the DPR treatment was applied at different oil
specific gravity values which were 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95, and 1. This work was to see
where DPR can be successfully applied in heavy oil reservoir or light oil reservoir. The
study indicated that DPR could give better results in both water cut reduction and oil
recovery improvement when it is applied at reservoir with light oils rather than heavy oils
as shown in Fig. 1. For example, in linear with cross flow case, water cut could be reduced
in different oil density values by 28%, 25%, 22%, 19%, and 17.5% respectively. While the
oil recovery factor could be increased by 8%, 6%, 5%, 3%, 2% respectively. The other
three cases could have approximately the same trend, but with different values where we
noticed the order from the best model to worse model as linear system without cross flow,
linear system with cross flow, radial without cross flow, and the radial system with cross
flow respectively. The reasoning beyond applied DPR treatment at reservoir with light oils
is more successful rather than in reservoir with heavy oils is due to gravity segregation
help. When the production process resumed after DPR treatment, the gravity forces would
help in preventing water from crossing to oil zone and creating water blocking effect at
limited viscous forces in light oil reservoirs. While in the heavy oil, the density difference
between water and oil is almost not exist, so the water blocking effect is significant.
Also, the dragging force for heavy oil is higher than light oil which might
degrade the gel resistance more, so DPR performance would be downgraded. To sum up,
the chance of DPR success in light oils is high as compared to heavy oils which is neither
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consistent with Prado et al. lab work (2009) nor Liang et al. (1995) lab work because the
gravity effect is not significant in lab work as comparted with reservoir level.

Effect of oil density on DPR performance
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Figure 1 Effect of oil density on DPR performance (water cut reduction) in
different systems

5.2 Oil Viscosity Effect. DPR treatment was applied at different oil viscosity values which
are 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 c.p. The results indicated that DPR could give better results in
both water cut reduction and oil recovery improvement when it is applied at low-viscous
oil reservoir rather than high viscous oil as shown in Fig.2. For example, in linear with
cross flow case, water cut could be reduced in different oil density values by 26%, 20%,
17%, 15%, 14%, and 13% respectively. While oil recovery improvement could be
increased by 9%, 7%, 6%, 5%, 3%, 2.5% respectively. The other three cases have
approximately the same trend, but with different values where we noticed the arrangement
from the best model to worse model as linear without cross flow, linear with cross flow,
radial without cross flow, and the radial system with cross flow respectively. The reasoning
beyond DPR success at low-viscous oil is more pronounced as compared with high-viscous
oil is due to different scenarios for water invasion to oil zone after DPR treatment done. In
high-viscous oil reservoirs, water would cross to oil zone as fingering style (leaky piston
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displacement) which makes water blocking severe. However, in low-viscous oil reservoirs,
water would cross to oil zone as piston like displacement which reduces water blocking
effect. To sum up, DPR treatment at low viscous oil gives better results than in high viscous
oils.

Effect of oil viscosity on DPR performance
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Figure 2 Effect of oil viscosity on DPR performance (water cut reduction) in
different systems

5.3 Gel Penetration Depth Effect. For all cases, the DPR treatment was applied at
different gel penetration depth of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 ft. This work was to see the
optimum gel penetration depth at which DPR can be successfully applied. We concluded
that DPR could give better results in both water cut reduction and oil recovery
improvement when the DPR fluid penetrates deeper in the formation. However, this
conclusion conflicts with Stavland (2010) conclusion regarding the most successful DPR
would be happening at high Frrw/Frro and low gel volume injected (low gel penetration
depth) because that would not reduce oil productivity index a lot. However, this conclusion
is consistence with white et al., (1973).
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DPR treatment could give better results at high gel penetration depth because the
deepest gel penetration is the most efficient filtration process for water in oil-water pathway
since the DPR fluid has the ability to reduce water permeability more than oil permeability,
so the long filter (DPR fluid) would give more screening and blocking for water molecules.
Second, if the cross flow exists, the sweep efficiency would be improved just on extent of
gel penetration depth (Root et al. 1965; Sorbie et al. 1992). Also, we found a good analog
form production engineering principles support this conclusion. Basically, we want to
create skin for water pathways in reservoirs closed to production well. According to
Hawkins formula, the skin is function of permeability impairment (K/Ks) which are the
same meaning to Frrw and function of damage penetration (rs) which is the same physical
meaning to gel penetration depth. If the gel penetration depth increased, it would increase
the skin for water flow. Fig. 3 gives a clear indication and support for that the increasing
in gel penetration depth would increase DPR treatment performance.

Effect of gel penetration depth on DPR
performance
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Figure 3 Effect of gel penetration depth on DPR performance in different systems
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5.4 Frrw/Frro Effect. Different values of (Frrw/Frro) for different gels properties were
used to see the effect Frrw/Frro (gel type criteria) on DPR performance. The highest values
of (Frrw/Frro) which were used in this model could be practical especially there is modern
gel formula which gives Frrw greater 2000 and Frro equal to 2 or less (Seright, 2009). We
noticed that DPR treatment gives better results in both water cut reduction and oil recovery
improvement when Frrw is very high and Frro is very small as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Also, this conclusion is consistence with Stavland (2010) conclusion regarding the most
successful DPR would be happing at high Frrw/Frro.
Gels with high (Frrw/Frro) value is more successful as DPR fluids. When the ratio
of Frrw/Frro increases, the chance to get more connected of oil channels after treatment
increased, so the DPR performance increased. Also, if the Frrw/ Frro is high, that decreases
the concerns regarding the damage which gel could cause in oil zone because the residual
resistance factor increased with decreasing permeability since the oil zone has the lower
permeability (Jennings et al. 1971; Hirasaki and Pope 1974; Vela et al. 1976; Zaitoun and
Kohler 1988; Seright 1993, 1992).

Figure 4 Effect of Frrw/Frro on water cut reduction in radial system with cross
flow
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Figure 5 Effect of Frrw/Frro on water cut reduction in radial system without cross
flow
5.5 Production Rate Effect. Two different production flow rates are used to see the DPR
performance at each one of them. Production flowrates 1000 STB/D and 10000 STB/D
were used to see how we can produce after DPR treatment. We noticed that DPR gives
better results in both water cut reduction and oil recovery improvement when production
rate is low as shown in Fig. 6. We noticed, in linear with cross flow case, that water cut
was reduced at 1000 STB/D by 40% and oil recovery was increased by 5%. On the other
hand, the water cut reduced by 20% and oil recovery increased by 2% at 10000STB/D.
There are two reasons beyond this behavior. The first one is when the flowrate increases,
the Frrw could be decreased as reported from many investigators in their lab work (Liang
et al. 1995; Bryant et al. 1996; Di Lullo et al. 2002; Ganguly et al. 2003; Nguyen et al.
2006; Stavland 2010). However, other investigators said that both of Frrw and Frro were
decreased with flowrate following power law model (Seright 1999; Willhite et al. 2002,
Yan et al. 1999). The second reason is that increasing production flow rate would result
in increasing of viscous forces, so the water crossing to oil zone would increase. If water
crossed to oil zone, the water would build up in oil zone and creates water blocking effect.
To sum up, as the production rate after DPR treatment get lowered, the DPR treatment is
more successful.
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Figure 6 Water Cut (DPR performance) with different values of production
flowrates
5.6 Cross Flow Effect. DPR treatment was applied at different values of cross flow values
to see the effect of cross flow effect on DPR performance. The best translation of cross
flow values is by G shape values (Zapata et al., 1981; Sorbie et al., 1992). The G shape
includes not only the ratio of vertical permeability to horizontal permeability but also the
reservoir aspect ratio which is the ratio of length of reservoir to thickness of reservoir
(Dake, 1978; Zapata et al., 1981; Sorbie et al., 1992; Yortsos, 1991). Also, we found that
if we use the effect the crossflow just through the ratio of vertical permeability to horizontal
permeability, the impact of cross flow on DPR performance can increase or decrease as we
increase or decrease the thickness of reservoir consequently. Therefore, using G shape
factor to quantify the effect of cross flow on DPR performance is crucial. We noticed that
DPR gives better results in both water cut reduction and oil recovery improvement when it
is applied at very low values of G shape which zero like barrier behavior.
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From Fig. 7, we notice that there are two different trends in all curves of plotting
of water cut reduction or oil recovery factor improvement versus G shape. This happens
because the behavior of DPR performance is different before Vertical Equilibrium (VE) as
after Vertical Equilibrium (VE) value. Vertical Equilibrium (VE) has been discussed
extensively by many investigators (Hiatt, 1958; Warren et al., 1964; Jacks et al., 1973;
Lake et al., 1979; Yokoyama et al., 1981). DPR treatment at low G shape value is more
successful because there is not water crossing to oil zone which creates water blocking
effect. Before vertical equilibrium is achieved, the oil zone is less effected by water zone.
When vertical equilibrium is achieved, the oil zone would be more effected because the
horizontal pressure drop is the same at any point vertically. Second, during gel placement
process in reservoir with cross flow, the gelant is going to go to oil zone in larger amount
as compared with barrier-existing case (Craig, 1971; Sorbie et al., 1989, 1990). To sum up,
DPR treatment application in reservoir with small cross flow value or barrier existing gives
better results than if it is applied in reservoir with cross flow. This conclusion is also
consistence with simulation work of Gao (1993) when he concluded to use polymer
flooding in reservoir with high (Kv/Kh) values and use the gel treatment in reservoirs with
low (Kv/Kh) values.

Figure 7 Effect of cross flow on DPR performance in radial system
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5.7 Design of Experiments for Eight Factors Affecting DPR Performance Using
CMOST 2015.
5.7.1 Sensitivity Analysis. The purpose of Sensitivity Analysis is for determining
how sensitive an Objective Function to different parameters qualitatively and quantitively.
Identifying the parameters which have high impact on DPR performance would give a
good prediction for DPR success or failure before DPR field application, depending on
reservoir properties. In this part, the objective functions which were used are water cut,
Cumulative oil production, and oil recovery factor at three different time periods after
DPR treatment which were 3months, 6months, and one year. The parameters which were
investigated and their range values are listed in Table 5.

Table 5 Parameters with their range which were used in CMOST
Parameters

Range

Reservoir Thickness (ft)

10-100

Ratio (K zone1/Kzone2)

1-10000

Vertical Permeability (md)

0-1

Oil viscosity C.p

0.75-60

Oil Density (lb/Ft^3)

30-62

Gel Volume (bbl)

500-5000

Frrw/Frro

1-173

The statistical methods which were used for parameters ranking are as follow.


Sobol Method: The Sobol method is one of the variance-based sensitivity analysis

methods to quantify the amount of variance that each input factor Xi contributes to the
unconditional variance of output V(Y) (CMG). For example, a given case with 3 inputs
and one output, 50% of the output change may be happened by changing of the first input,
30% by changing the second input, 10% by changing the third one, and 10% due to
interactions between the first two input parameters. These percentages are clearly
reflected as measures of sensitivity. For more information about the basics and principles
of this method, the reference, Sobol, (1992) can be reviewed.
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 Morris Method: The Morris method (also named the elementary effects (EE)
method) is one of the screening methods which is used to specify input parameters effect
on model outputs (CMG). Morris approach has two measures, mean and standard
deviation, which are used together. Mean provides linear influence of the input factor on
the output while Standard deviation reflects the nonlinear or interactions. For more
information about the basics and principles of this method, the reference, Morris, (1991)
can be reviewed.
 Tornado Plot: a visual tool provides a qualitative and quantitve effect for input
Parameters on output ones, with higher values meaning more sensitive to parameter value
changes rather than parameters with a low value (CMG). For more information about the
basics and principles of this method, CMG reference number can be reviewed.
5.7.2 High Impact Parameters in the First 3 Months after DPR Treatment.
 Oil Viscosity: All of Sobol approach, Morris method, and Tornado plot indicated
that the most important factor which affects water cut is the oil viscosity, as oil viscosity
increases, water cut would increase, which means that oil viscosity has negative effect on
DPR performance. The interpretation which we think behind that behavior is that
increasing oil viscosity would increase water blocking effect due to fingering problems
according to fractional flow equations, so DPR performance would downgrade. Also, oil
Viscosity has negative effect on both of cumulative oil production and oil recovery factor
but it has the second rank as shown in Fig. 8.
 Ratio (K zone1/K zone2): The Second important factor on water cut is the
heterogeneity in the permeability which has positive effect on DPR performance,
increasing heterogeneity would enhance DPR performance. The reason beyond this effect
is clear where increasing heterogeneity would make the flow more linear which increase
the gel depth in water zone rather than oil zone.
 Other Parameters (Frrw/Frro, Reservoir Thickness, Vertical Permeability):
Frrw/Frro, Reservoir Thickness, Vertical permeability were the third, forth, and fifth rank
consequently. Frrw/Frro and Reservoir thickness showed positive effect on DPR
performance. Increasing Frrw/Frro would increase DPR property which leads to increase
DPR performance. Increasing the thickness of reservoir has positive effect on DPR
performnces because increasing the thickness of reservoir would make the gravity force
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overcome the viscous force, so the water blocking effect would reduce. While vertical
Permeability had negative effect on DPR performance because water blocking would be
increased as vertical permeability increases.

Figure 8 Sobol approach for factors impacting water cut % on first 3months after
DPR treatment
5.7.3 High Impact Parameters in the First 6 Months and One Year after DPR
Treatment. The ranking of the previous parameters Approximately had not been changed
after 6 month and one year as in after 3 months as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. However,
the interaction effect between parameters could increase a lot after 6 months as compared
after 3 months. We think the reason beyond this increasing in interaction effect is that as
far as the production process progresses, the vacuum in reservoir increases, so this vacuum
is going to increase dynamic process between fluids and reservoir characterization which
creates wide interaction effect.
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Figure 9 Tornado plot explains the effect of each parameter on cumulative oil (bbl)
in the first 6 months after DPR treatment.

Figure 10 Morris method for each parameter on water cut after 6 months from
DPR
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6. Conclusions
• DPR could be applied successfully in thick, low viscous oil, light oil, and very
heterogeneous reservoirs rather than thin reservoirs, high viscous, heavy oil, and
homogenous reservoirs according to reasons and details in the discussion part. However,
Design of experiments process explained that oil viscosity and reservoir permeability
heterogeneity are the most important factors to degrade or enhance DPR treatment
Success.
• DPR treatment is less pronouns in reservoirs with cross flow conditions as
compared without-cross flow reservoir due to water blocking effect.
• Increasing gel penetration radius leads to increase the success of DPR
• The production flowrate after DPR treatment has important impact on DPR
success because increasing production flowrate would increase the viscous forces on
gravity forces which could create high water block effect.
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SECTION
5. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. This study does not consider pore volume heterogeneity and tortuosity effect on
DPR performance, so we recommend further study to investigate DPR performance
in microscopic heterogeneity by some advanced simulators.
2. Frro was considered equal to 1, so the DPR treatment was considered ideal.
3. The gel was considered as permeant, no degradation rate specified.
4. Although this study provides a whole view on DPR performance which was
generated from in-situ gels, preformed gels may have good potentials to give a good
DPR treatment, so another simulation process for preformed gels would be required
for comparison purposes.
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